BEOWULF’S MONSTER KILLING GUIDE
Weaponry
Your weaponry is extremely important to when it comes to battles. I’m
going to take through some of the most vital weapons for battle.
Swords: Your swords need to be made from the finest metal from the
earth’s core; melted to as sharp as a dinosaur’s tooth. It will need to
be made by finest dwarf blacksmith down in the dungeons of the earth.
Battle Axe: Your battle axe will need to be sharp enough to chop down
a 33 inch depth tree in one hit; cut someone’s head off in one swing of
your axe, also must be able to fly through five peoples bloody corpses.
Hygiene: Your weapons will need to be cleaned between skirmishes. They
will need to be clean of guts and blood from your last battle with a foe.
Armour
Your armour needs to flexible and unpierceable from the beast’s claws
and teeth. It needs to be washable so it doesn’t rust or rot away. Also
it needs to be cleaned after every battle from guts and blood.
Preparing for battle
When preparing for battle you will need to be careful to reach your
limits. You will need the strength of ten warriors in each palm of your
hands. You will need to pray to the gods that you survive your next
battle against the beast you are about to encounter.

Strategy
To survive your next skirmish you will need a strategy with your army to
slaughter the beast .You’ll probably need to send the warriors that
don’t train as hard as they should in training to see if the beast is
nearby.
Beasts You May Encounter
Be aware of some beasts that are related to beasts that you’ve slayed
before. You also may encounter; a ten armed man; a horrible sea hag; a
Cyclopes; a fire breathing dog; one hundred eyed ox and Medusa.
Taking Care Of Yourself
After every battle you will need to be clean of blood; guts and other
weird body parts from the beast you’ve just encountered. Your wombs
must be clean muscles that have been spilling from your last skirmish
with the beast
How to Choose Your Battles and secure your rewards
Not all beasts are worth fighting; if they are how you do know you’re
going to get your rewards and not get scammed by the king. If it is a
large beast who can eat people in one bite you can probably secure your
rewards; if it is as small as a gremlin it is probably is not worth fighting
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